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Abstract
We propose the weakly supervised MultiExperts Model (MEM) for analyzing the semantic orientation of opinions expressed in
natural language reviews. In contrast to most
prior work, MEM predicts both opinion polarity and opinion strength at the level of individual sentences; such fine-grained analysis
helps to understand better why users like or
dislike the entity under review. A key challenge in this setting is that it is hard to obtain sentence-level training data for both polarity and strength. For this reason, MEM is
weakly supervised: It starts with potentially
noisy indicators obtained from coarse-grained
training data (i.e., document-level ratings), a
small set of diverse base predictors, and, if
available, small amounts of fine-grained training data. We integrate these noisy indicators
into a unified probabilistic framework using
ideas from ensemble learning and graph-based
semi-supervised learning. Our experiments indicate that MEM outperforms state-of-the-art
methods by a significant margin.

1

Introduction

Opinion mining is concerned with analyzing opinions expressed in natural language text. For example,
many internet websites allow their users to provide
both natural language reviews and numerical ratings
to items of interest (such as products or movies).
In this context, opinion mining aims to uncover the
relationship between users and (features of) items.
Preferences of users to items can be well understood
by coarse-grained methods of opinion mining, which

focus on analyzing the semantic orientation of documents as a whole. To understand why users like or
dislike certain items, however, we need to perform
more fine-grained analysis of the review text itself.
In this paper, we focus on sentence-level analysis of semantic orientation (SO) in online reviews.
The SO consists of polarity (positive, negative, or
other1 ) and strength (degree to which a sentence is
positive or negative). Both quantities can be analyzed jointly by mapping them to numerical ratings:
Large negative/positive ratings indicate a strong negative/positive orientation. A key challenge in finegrained rating prediction is that fine-grained training data for both polarity and strength is hard to
obtain. We thus focus on a weakly supervised setting in which only coarse-level training data (such
as document ratings and subjectivity lexicons) and,
optionally, a small amount of fine-grained training
data (such as sentence polarities) is available.
A number of lexicon-based approaches for phraselevel rating prediction has been proposed in the literature (Taboada et al., 2011; Qu et al., 2010). These
methods utilize a subjectivity lexicon of words along
with information about their semantic orientation;
they focus on phrases that contain words from the
lexicon. A key advantage of sentence-level methods
is that they are able to cover all sentences in a review
and that phrase identification is avoided. To the best
of our knowledge, the problem of rating prediction
at the sentence level has not been addressed in the
literature. A naive approach would be to simply average phrase-level ratings. Such an approach performs
1

We assign polarity other to text fragments that are off-topic
or not directly related to the entity under review.
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poorly, however, since (1) phrases are analyzed out
of context (e.g., modal verbs or conditional clauses),
(2) domain-dependent information about semantic
orientation is not captured in the lexicons, (3) only
phrases that contain lexicon words are covered. Here
(1) and (2) lead to low precision, (3) to low recall.
To address the challenges outlined above, we propose the weakly supervised Multi-Experts Model
(MEM) for sentence-level rating prediction. MEM
starts with a set of potentially noisy indicators of SO
including phrase-level predictions, language heuristics, and co-occurrence counts. We refer to these
indicators as base predictors; they constitute the set
of experts used in our model. MEM is designed
such that new base predictors can be easily integrated.
Since the information provided by the base predictors
can be contradicting, we use ideas from ensemble
learning (Dietterichl, 2002) to learn the most confident indicators and to exploit domain-dependent
information revealed by document ratings. Thus, instead of averaging base predictors, MEM integrates
their features along with the available coarse-grained
training data into a unified probabilistic model.
The integrated model can be regarded as a Gaussian process (GP) model (Rasmussen, 2004) with
a novel multi-expert prior. The multi-expert prior
decomposes into two component distributions. The
first component distribution integrates sentence-local
information obtained from the base predictors. It
forms a special realization of stacking (Dzeroski and
Zenko, 2004) but uses the features from the base predictors instead of the actual predictions. The second
component distribution propagates SO information
across similar sentences using techniques from graphbased semi-supervised learning (GSSL) (Zhu et al.,
2003; Belkin et al., 2006). It aims to improve the
predictions on sentences that are not covered well
enough by our base predictors. Traditional GSSL algorithms support either discrete labels (classification)
or numerical labels (regression); we extend these
techniques to support both types of labels simultaneously. We use a novel variant of word sequence
kernels (Cancedda et al., 2003) to measure sentence
similarity. Our kernel takes the relative positions of
words but also their SO and synonymity into account.
Our experiments indicate that MEM significantly
outperforms prior work in both sentence-level rating
prediction and sentence-level polarity classification.
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2

Related Work

There exists a large body of work on analyzing the
semantic orientation of natural language text. Our
approach is unique in that it is weakly supervised,
predicts both polarity and strength, and operates on
the sentence level.
Supervised approaches for sentiment analysis focus mainly on opinion mining at the document
level (Pang and Lee, 2004; Pang et al., 2002; Pang
and Lee, 2005; Goldberg and Zhu, 2006), but have
also been applied to sentence-level polarity classification in specific domains (Mao and Lebanon, 2006;
Pang and Lee, 2004; McDonald et al., 2007). In
these settings, a sufficient amount of training data is
available. In contrast, we focus on opinion mining
tasks with little or no fine-grained training data.
The weakly supervised HCRF model (Täckström
and McDonald, 2011b; Täckström and McDonald,
2011a) for sentence-level polarity classification is perhaps closest to our work in spirit. Similar to MEM,
HCRF uses coarse-grained training data and, when
available, a small amount of fine-grained sentence
polarities. In contrast to MEM, HCRF does not predict the strength of semantic orientation and ignores
the order of words within sentences.
There exists a large number of lexicon-based methods for polarity classification (Ding et al., 2008; Choi
and Cardie, 2009; Hu and Liu, 2004; Zhuang et al.,
2006; Fu and Wang, 2010; Ku et al., 2008). The
lexicon-based methods of (Taboada et al., 2011; Qu
et al., 2010) also predict ratings at the phrase level;
these methods are used as experts in our model.
MEM leverages ideas from ensemble learning (Dietterichl, 2002; Bishop, 2006) and GSSL methods (Zhu et al., 2003; Zhu and Ghahramani, 2002;
Chapelle et al., 2006; Belkin et al., 2006). We extend
GSSL with support for multiple, heterogenous labels.
This allows us to integrate our base predictors as well
as the available training data into a unified model
that exploits that strengths of algorithms from both
families.

3

Base Predictors

Each of our base predictors predicts the polarity or
the rating of a single phrase. As indicated above,
we do not use these predictions directly in MEM but
instead integrate the features of the base predictors

(see Sec. 4.4). MEM is designed such that new base
predictors can be integrated easily.
Our base predictors use a diverse set of available
web and linguistic resources. The hope is that this diversity increases overall prediction performance (Dietterichl, 2002): The statistical polarity predictor focuses on local syntactic patterns; it is based on corpus
statistics for SO-carrying words and opinion topic
words. The heuristic polarity predictor uses manually constructed rules to achieve high precision but
low recall. Both the bag-of-opinions rating predictor
and the SO-CAL rating predictor are based on lexicons. The BoO predictor uses a lexicon trained from
a large generic-domain corpus and is recall-oriented;
the SO-CAL predictor uses a different lexicon with
manually assigned weights and is precision-oriented.
3.1

Statistical Polarity Predictor

The polarity of an SO-carrying word strongly depends on its target word. For example, consider the
phrase “I began this novel with the greatest of hopes
[...]”. Here, “greatest” has a positive semantic orientation in all subjectivity lexicons, but the combination
“greatest of hopes” often indicates a negative sentiment. We refer to a pair of SO-carrying word (“greatest”) and a target word (“hopes”) as an opinion-target
pair. Our statistical polarity predictor learns the polarity of opinions and targets jointly, which increases
the robustness of its predictions.
Syntactic dependency relations of the form
R
A −
→ B are a strong indicator for opinion-target
pairs (Qiu et al., 2009; Zhuang et al., 2006); e.g.,
nmod
“great”−−−→“product”. To achieve high precision,
we only consider pairs connected by the following predefined set of shortest dependency paths:
subj

obj

nmod

verb ←−− noun, verb ←− noun, adj −−−→ noun,
prd

subj

adj −−→ verb ←−− noun. We only retain opiniontarget pairs that are sufficiently frequent.
For each extracted pair z, we count how often it
co-occurs with each document polarity y ∈ Y, where
Y = {positive, negative, other} denotes the set of polarities. If z occurs in a document but is preceded by
a negator, we treat it as a co-occurrence of opposite
document polarity. If z occurs in a document with polarity other, we count the occurrence with only half
weight, i.e., we increase both #z and #(other, z)
by 0.5. These documents are typically a mixture of
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positive and negative opinions so that we want to
reduce their impact. The marginal distribution of
polarity label y given that z occurs in a sentence is
estimated as P (y | z) = #(y, z)/#z. The predictor
is trained using the text and ratings of the reviews in
the training data, i.e., without relying on fine-grained
annotations.
The statistical polarity predictor can be used to predict sentence-level polarities by averaging the phraselevel predictions. As discussed previously, such an
approach is problematic; we use it as a baseline approach in our experimental study. We also employ
phrase-level averaging to estimate the variance of
base predictors; see Sec. 4.3. Denote by Z(x) the set
of opinion-target pairs in sentence x. To predict the
sentence polarity y ∈ Y, we take the Bayesian average of the phrase-level predictors:
P (y | Z(x)) =
P
P
P
(y
|
z)P
(z)
=
z∈Z(x)
z∈Z(x) P (y, z). Thus
the most likely polarity is the one with the highest
co-occurrence count.
3.2

Heuristic Polarity Predictor

Heuristic patterns can also serve as base predictors.
In particular, we found that some authors list positive
and negative aspects separately after keywords such
as “pros” and “cons”. A heuristic that exploits such
patterns achieved a high precision (> 90%) but low
recall (< 5%) in our experiments.
3.3

Bag-of-Opinions Rating Predictor

We leverage the bag-of-opinion (BoO) model of Qu et
al. (2010) as a base predictor for phrase-level ratings.
The BoO model was trained from a large generic
corpus without fine-grained annotations.
In BoO, an opinion consists of three components:
an SO-carrying word (e.g., “good”), a set of intensifiers (e.g., “very”) and a set of negators (e.g., “not”).
Each opinion is scored based on these words (represented as a boolean vector b) and the polarity of the
SO-carrying word (represented as sgn(r) ∈ {−1, 1})
as indicated by the MPQA lexicon of Wilson et
al. (2005). In particular, the score is computed as
sgn(r)ω T b, where ω is the learned weight vector.
The sign function sgn(r) ensures consistent weight
assignment for intensifiers and negators. For example, an intensifier like “very” can obtain a large positive or a large negative weight depending on whether
it is used with a positive or negative SO-carrying

word, respectively.
3.4

then given by

SO-CAL Rating Predictor

P (r | X, Ŷ, β) ∝

The Semantic Orientation Calculator (SO-CAL) of
Taboada et al. (2011) also predicts phrase-level ratings via a scoring function similar to the one of BoO.
The SO-CAL predictor uses a manually created lexicon, in which each word is classified as either an SOcarrying word (associated with a numerical score), an
intensifier (associated with a modifier on the numerical score), or a negator. SO-CAL employs various
heuristics to detect irrealis and to correct for the positive bias inherent in most lexicon-based classifiers.
Compared to BoO, SO-CAL has lower recall but
higher precision.

4

Our multi-experts model incorporates features from
the individual base predictors, coarse-grained labels
(i.e., document ratings or polarities), similarities between sentences, and optionally a small amount of
sentence polarity labels into an unified probabilistic
model. We first give an overview of MEM, and then
describe its components in detail.
4.1

Model Overview

Denote by X = {x1 , . . . , xN } a set of sentences.
We associate each sentence xi with a set of initial
labels ŷi , which are strong indicators of semantic
orientation: the coarse-grained rating of the corresponding document, the polarity label of our heuristic
polarity predictor, the phrase-level ratings from the
SO-CAL predictor, and optionally a manual polarity
label. Note that the number of initial labels may vary
from sentence to sentence and that initial labels are
heterogeneous in that they refer to either polarities
or ratings. Let Ŷ = {ŷ1 , . . . , ŷN }. Our goal is to
predict the unobserved ratings r = {r1 , . . . , rN } of
each sentence.
Our multi-expert model is a probabilistic model
for X, Ŷ, and r. In particular, we model the rating
vector r via a multi-expert prior PE (r | X, β) with
parameter β (Sec. 4.2). PE integrates both features
from the base predictors and sentence similarities.
We correlate ratings to initial labels via a set of conditional distributions Pb (ŷb | r), where b denotes the
type of initial label (Sec. 4.3). The posterior of r is
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Pb (ŷb | r)PE (r | X, β).

b

Note that the posterior is influenced by both the multiexpert prior and the set of initial labels.
We use MAP inference to obtain the most likely
rating of each sentence, i.e., we solve
X
argmin −
log(Pb (ŷb | r)) − log(PE (r | X, β)),
r,β
b
where as before β denotes the model parameters. We
solve the above optimization problem using cyclic
coordinate descent (Friedman et al., 2008).
4.2

Multi-Experts Model

Y

Multi-Expert Prior

The multi-expert prior PE (r | X, β) consists of two
component distributions N1 and N2 . Distribution
N1 integrates features from the base predictors, N2
incorporates sentence similarities to propagate information across sentences.
In a slight abuse of notation, denote by xi the set of
features for the i-th sentence. Vector xi contains the
features of all the base predictors but also includes bigram features for increased coverage of syntactic patterns; see Sec. 4.4 for details about the feature design.
Let m(xi ) = β T xi be a linear predictor for ri , where
β is a real weight vector. Assuming Gaussian noise,
ri follows a Gaussian distribution N1 (ri | mi , σ 2 )
with mean mi = m(xi ) and variance σ 2 . Note that
predictor m can be regarded as a linear combination
of base predictors because both m and each of the
base predictors are linear functions. By integrating
all features into a single function, the base predictors
are trained jointly so that weight vector β automatically adapts to domain-dependent properties of the
data. This integrated approach significantly outperformed the alternative approach of using a weighted
vote of the individual predictions made by the base
predictors. We regularize the weight vector β using a Laplace prior P (β | α) with parameter α to
encourage sparsity.
Note that the bigram features in xi partially capture sentence similarity. However, such features cannot be extended to longer subsequences such as trigrams due to data sparsity: useful features become
as infrequent as noisy terms. Moreover, we would

like to capture sentence similarity using gapped (i.e.,
non-consecutive) subsequences. For example, the
sentences “The book is an easy read.” and “It is easy
to read.” are similar but do not share any consecutive
bigrams. They do share the subsequence “easy read”,
however. To capture this similarity, we make use of a
novel sentiment-augmented variant of word sequence
kernels (Cancedda et al., 2003). Our kernel is used
to construct a similarity matrix W among sentences
e To
and the corresponding regularized Laplacian L.
capture the intuition that similar sentences should
have similar ratings, we introduce a Gaussian prior
e −1 ) as a component into our multi-expert
N2 (r | 0, L
prior; see Sec. 4.5 for details and a discussion of
why this prior encourages similar ratings for similar
sentences.
Since the two component distributions feature different expertise, we take their product and obtain the
multi-expert prior
e −1 )P (β | α),
PE (r | X, β) ∝ N1 (r | m, Iσ 2 )N2 (r | 0, L

where m = (m1 , . . . , mN ). Note that the normalizing constant of PE can be ignored during MAP
inference since it does not depend on β.
4.3

Incorporating Initial Labels

Recall that the initial labels Ŷ are strong indicators of semantic orientation associated with each
sentence; they correspond to either discrete polarity
labels or to continuous rating labels. This heterogeneity constitutes the main difficulty for incorporating the initial labels via the conditional distributions
Pb (ŷb | r). We assume
Q independence throughout so
that Pb (ŷb | r) = i Pb (ŷib | ri ).
Rating Labels For continuous labels, we assume
Gaussian noise and set Pb (ŷib | ri ) = N (ŷib | ri , ηib ),
where variance ηib is a type- and sentence-dependent.
For SO-CAL labels, we simply set ηiSO-CAL =
SO-CAL
η
, where η SO-CAL is a hyperparameter. The
SO-CAL scores have limited influence in our overall
model; we found that more complex designs lead to
little improvement. We proceed differently for document ratings. Our experiment suggests that document
ratings constitute the most important indicator of the
SO of a sentence. Thus sentence ratings should be
close to document ratings unless strong evidence to
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the contrary exists. In other words, we want variance
ηiDoc to be small.
When no manually created sentence-level polarity labels are available, we set the value of ηiDoc depending on the polarity class. In particular, we set
ηiDoc = 1 for both positive and negative documents,
and ηiDoc = 2 for neutral documents. The reasoning
behind this choice is that sentence ratings in neutral documents express higher variance because these
documents often contain a mixture of positive and
negative sentences.
When a small set of manually created sentence
polarity labels is available, we train a classifier that
predicts whether the sentence polarity coincides with
the document polarity. If so, we set the corresponding
variance ηiDoc to a small value; otherwise, we choose
a larger value. In particular, we train a logistic regression classifier (Bishop, 2006) using the following
binary features: (1) an indicator variable for each
document polarity, and (2) an indicator variable for
each triple of base predictor, predicted polarity, and
document polarity (set to 1 if the polarities match).
We then set ηiDoc = (τ pi )−1 , where pi is the probability of matching polarities obtained from the classifier
and τ is a hyperparameter that ensures correct scaling.
Polarity Labels We now describe how to model
the correlation between the polarity of a sentence and
its rating. An simple and effective approach is to
partition the range of ratings into three consecutive
partitions, one for each polarity class. We thus considering the polarity classes {positive, other, negative}
as ordered and formulate polarity classification as an
ordinal regression problem (Chu and Ghahramani,
2006). We immediately obtain the distribution
Pb (ŷib = pos | ri )
Pb (ŷib
Pb (ŷib

= oth | ri )
= neg | ri )

=

=

=

!

Φ

ri − b+
p
ηb

!

Φ

b+ − ri
p
ηb

!

Φ

b− − ri
p
ηb

−Φ

b− − ri
p
ηb

!

,

where b+ and b− are the partition boundaries between
positive/other and other/negative, respectively,2 Φ(x)
denotes the cumulative distribution function of the
We set b+ = 0.3 and b− = −0.3 to calibrate to SO-CAL,
which treats ratings in [−0.3, 0, 3] as polarity other.
2

Figure 1: Distribution of polarity given rating.
Gaussian distribution, and variance P
η b is a hyperparameter. It is easy to verify that ŷb ∈Y p(ŷib |
i
ri ) = 1. The resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 1.
We can use the same distribution to use MEM for
sentence-level polarity classification; in this case, we
pick the polarity with the highest probability.
4.4

Incorporating Base Predictors

Base predictors are integrated into MEM via component N1 (ri | mi , σ 2 ) of the multi-expert prior (see
Sec. 4.2). Recall that mi is a linear function of the
features xi of each sentence. In this section, we discuss how xi is constructed from the features of the
base predictors. New base predictors can be integrated easily by exposing their features to MEM.
Most base predictors operate on the phrase level;
our goal is to construct features for the entire sentence. Denote by nbi the number of phrases in the
i-th sentence covered by base predictor b, and let
obij denote a set of associated features. Features obij
may or may not correspond directly to the features
of base predictor b; see the discussion below.
P A
straightforward strategy is to set xbi = (nbi )−1 j obij .
We proceed slightly differently and average the features associated with phrases of positive prior polarity separately from those of phrases with negative
prior polarity (Taboada et al., 2011). We then concatenate the averaged feature vectors, i.e., we set
b,p
xbi = (ōb,pos
ōb,neg
ij
ij ), where ōij denotes the average
of the feature vectors obij associated with phrases of
prior polarity p. This procedure allows us to learn
a different weight for each feature depending on its
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context (e.g., the weight of intensifier “very” may differ for positive and negative phrases). We construct
xi by concatenating the sentence-level features xbi of
each base predictor and a feature vector of bigrams.
To integrate a base predictor, we only need to
specify the relevant features and, if applicable, prior
phrase polarities. For our choice of base predictors,
we use the following features:
SO-CAL predictor. The prior polarity of a SOCAL phrase is given by the polarity of its SOcarrying word in the SO-CAL lexicon. The feature
vector oSO-CAL
consists of the weight of the SOij
carrying word from the lexicon as well the set of
negator words, irrealis marker words, and intensifier
words in the phrase. Moreover, we add the first two
words preceding the SO-carrying word as context
features (skipping nouns, negators, irrealis markers,
and intensifiers, and stopping at clause boundaries).
All words are encoded as binary indicator features.
BoO predictor. Similar to SO-CAL, we determine the prior polarity of a phrase based on the BoO
dictionary. In contrast to SO-CAL, we directly use
the BoO score as a feature because the BoO predictor
weights have been trained on a very large corpus and
are thus reliable. We also add irrealis marker words
in the form of indicator features.
Statistical polarity predictor. Recall that the statistical polarity predictor is based on co-occurrence
counts of opinion-topic pairs and document polarities. We treat each opinion-topic pair as a phrase
and use the most frequently co-occurring polarity
as the phrase’s prior polarity. We use the logarithm
of the co-occurrence counts with positive, negative,
and other polarity as features; this set of features performed better than using the co-occurrence counts or
estimated class probabilities directly. We also add
the same type of context features as for SO-CAL, but
rescale each binary feature by the logarithm of the
occurrence count #z of the opinion-topic pair (i.e.,
the features take values in {0, log #z}).
4.5

Incorporating Sentence Similarities
e −1 ) in the
The component distribution N2 (r | 0, L
multi-expert prior encourages similar sentences to
have similar ratings. The main purpose of N2 is to
propagate information from sentences on which the
base predictors perform well to sentences for which
base prediction is unreliable or unavailable (e.g., be-

cause they do not contain SO-carrying words). To
obtain this distribution, we first construct an N × N
sentence similarity matrix W using a sentimentaugmented word sequence kernel (see below). We
e=
then compute the regularized graph Laplacian L
2
L+I/λ based on the unnormalized graph Laplacian
L = D − W (Chapelle et al.,
P 2006), where D be a
diagonal matrix with dii = j wij and hyperparameter λ2 controls the scale of sentence ratings.
To gain insight into distribution N2 , observe that
e −1 )
N2 (r | 0, L

 1X
wij (ri − rj )2 − krk22 /λ2 .
∝ exp −
2
i,j

The left term in the exponent forces the ratings of
similar sentences to be similar: the larger the sentence similarity wij , the more penalty is paid for dissimilar ratings. For this reason, N2 has a smoothing
effect. The right term is an L2 regularizer and encourages small ratings; it is controlled by hyperparameter
λ2 .
The entries wij in the sentence similarity matrix
determine the degree of smoothing for each pair of
sentence ratings. We compute these values by a novel
sentiment-augmented word sequence kernel, which
extends the well-known word sequence kernel of Cancedda et al. (2003) by (1) BoO weights to strengthen
the correlation of sentence similarity and rating similarity and (2) synonym resolution based on WordNet (Miller, 1995).
In general, a word sequence kernel computes a
similarity score of two sequences based on their
shared subsequences. In more detail, we first define a score function for a pair of shared subsequences, and then sum up these scores to obtain
the overall similarity score. Consider for example
the two sentences “The book is an easy read.” (s1 )
and “It is easy to read.” (s2 ) along with the shared
subsequence “is easy read” (u). Observe that the
words “an” and “to” serve as gaps as they are not
part of the subsequence. We represent subsequence
u in sentence s via a real-valued projection function
g
φu (s). In our example, φu (s1 ) = υis υan
υeasy υread
g
and φu (s2 ) = υis υeasy υto υread . The decay factors
υw ∈ (0, 1] for matching words characterize the
importance of a word (large values for significant
g
words). On the contrary, decay factors υw
∈ (0, 1]
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for gap words are penalty terms for mismatches
(small values for significant words). The score of
subsequence u is defined as φu (s1 )φu (s2 ). Thus
two shared subsequences have high similarity if they
share significant words and few gaps. Following Cancedda et al. (2003), we define the similarity between
two sequences as
X
kn (si , sj ) =
φu (si )φu (sj ),
u∈Ωn

where Ω is a finite set of words and n denotes the
length of the considered subsequences. This similarity function can be computed efficiently using
dynamic programming.
To apply the word sequence kernel, we need to
specify the decay factors. A traditional choice is
υw = log( NNw )/ log(N ), where Nw is the document
frequency of the word w and N is the total number
of documents. This IDF decay factor is not wellsuited to our setting: Important opinion words such
as “great” have a low IDF value due to their high
document frequency. To overcome this problem,
we incorporate additional weights for SO-carrying
words using the BoO lexicon. To do so, we first
rescale the BoO weights into [0, 1] using the sigmoid g(w) = (1 + exp(−aωw + b))−1 , where ωw
denotes the BoO weight of word w.3 We then set
υw = min(log( NNw )/ log(N ) + g(w), 0.9). The deg
cay factor for gaps is given by υw
= 1 − υw . Thus
we strongly penalize gaps that consist of infrequent
words or opinion words.
To address data sparsity, we incorporate synonyms
and hypernyms from WordNet into our kernel. In
particular, we represent words found in WordNet by
their first two synset names (for verbs, adjectives,
nouns) and their direct hypernym (nouns only). Two
words are considered the same when their synsets
overlap. Thus, for example, “writer” has the same
representation as “author”.
To build the similarity matrix W, we construct
a k-nearest-neighbor graph for all sentences.4 We
consider subsequences consisting of three words (i.e.,
wij = k3 (si , sj )); longer subsequences are overly
sparse, shorter subsequences are covered by the bigrams features in N1 .
3

We set a = 2 and b = 1 in our experiments.
We use k = 15 and only consider neighbors with a similarity above 0.001.
4

5

Experiments

We evaluated both MEM and a number of alternative
approaches for both sentence-level polarity classification and sentence-level strength prediction across
a number of domains. We found that MEM outperforms state-of-the-art approaches by a significant
margin.
5.1

Experimental Setup

We implemented MEM as well as the HCRF classifier of (Täckström and McDonald, 2011a; Täckström
and McDonald, 2011b), which is the best-performing
estimator of sentence-level polarity in the weaklysupervised setting reported in the literature. We train
both methods using (1) only coarse labels (MEMCoarse, HCRF-Coarse) and (2) additionally a small
number of sentence polarities (MEM-Fine, HCRFFine5 ). We also implemented a number of baselines
for both polarity classification and strength prediction: a document oracle (DocOracle) that simply uses
the document label for each sentence, the BoO rating predictor (BaseBoO ), and the SO-CAL rating predictor (BaseSO-CAL ). For polarity classification, we
compare our methods also to the statistical polarity
predictor (Basepolarity ). To judge on the effectiveness
of our multi-export prior for combining base predictors, we take the majority vote of all base predictors and document polarity as an additional baseline
(Majority-Vote). Similarly, for strength prediction,
we take the arithmetic mean of the document rating and the phrase-level predictions of BaseBoO and
BaseSO-CAL as a baseline (Mean-Rating). We use the
same hyperparameter setting for MEM across all our
experiments.
We evaluated all methods on Amazon reviews
from different domains using the corpus of Ding et al.
(2008) and the test set of Täckström and McDonald
(2011a). For each domain, we constructed a large balanced dataset by randomly sampling 33,000 reviews
from the corpus of Ding et al. (2008). We chose
the books, electronics, and music domains for our
experiments; the dvd domain was used for development. For sentence polarity classification, we use the
test set of Täckström and McDonald (2011a), which
5
We used the best-performing model that fuses HCRF-Coarse
and the supervised model (McDonald et al., 2007) by interpolation.
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contains roughly 60 reviews per domain (20 for each
polarity). For strength evaluation, we created a test
set of 300 pairs of sentences per domain from the
polarity test set. Each pair consisted of two sentences
of the same polarity; we manually determined which
of the sentences is more positive. We chose this pairwise approach because (1) we wanted the evaluation
to be invariant to the scale of the predicted ratings,
and (2) it much easier for human annotators to rank
a pair of sentences than to rank a large collection of
sentences.
We followed Täckström and McDonald (2011b)
and used 3-fold cross-validation, where each fold
consisted of a set of roughly 20 documents from the
test set. In each fold, we merged the test set with the
reviews from the corresponding domain. For MEMFine and HCRF-Fine, we use the data from the other
two folds as fine-grained polarity annotations. For
our experiments on polarity classification, we converted the predicted ratings of MEM, BaseBoO , and
BaseSO-CAL into polarities by the method described
in Sec. 4.3. We compare the performance of each
method in terms of accuracy, which is defined as the
fraction of correct predictions on the test set (correct
label for polarity / correct ranking for strength). All
reported numbers are averages over the three folds. In
our tables, boldface numbers are statistically significant against all other methods (t-test, p-value 0.05).
5.2

Results for Polarity Classification

Table 1 summarizes the results of our experiments for
sentence polarity classification. The base predictors
perform poorly across all domains, mainly due to
the aforementioned problems associated with averaging phrase-level predictions. In fact, DocOracle
performs almost always better than any of the base
predictors. However, accurracy increases when we
combine base predictors and DocOracle using majority voting, which indicates that ensemble methods
work well.
When no fine-grained annotations are available
(HCRF-Coarse, MEM-Coarse), both MEM-Coarse
and Majority-Vote outperformed HCRF-Coarse,
which in turn has been shown to outperform a number of lexicon-based methods as well as classifiers
trained on document labels (Täckström and McDonald, 2011a). MEM-Coarse also performs better than
Majority-Vote. This is because MEM propagates

Basepolarity
BaseBoO
BaseSO-CAL
DocOracle
Majority-Vote
HCRF-Coarse
MEM-Coarse
HCRF-Fine
MEM-Fine

Book
43.7
50.9
44.6
51.9
53.7
52.2
54.4
55.9
59.7

Electronics
40.3
48.9
50.2
49.6
53.4
53.4
54.9
61.0
59.6

Music
43.8
52.6
45.0
59.3
58.7
57.2
64.5
58.7
63.8

Avg
42.6
50.8
46.6
53.6
55.2
54.3
57.9
58.5
61.0

Table 1: Accuracy of polarity classification per domain and averaged across domains.

evidence across similar sentences, which is especially useful when no explicit SO-carrying words
exist. Also, MEM learns weights of features of base
predictors, which leads to a more adaptive integration,
and our ordinal regression formulation for polarity
prediction allows direct competition among positive
and negative evidence for improved accuracy.
When we incorporate a small amount of sentence
polarity labels (HCRF-Fine, MEM-Fine), the accuracy of all models greatly improves. HCRF-Fine has
been shown to outperform the strongest supervised
method on the same dataset (McDonald et al., 2007;
Täckström and McDonald, 2011b). MEM-Fine falls
short of HCRF-Fine only in the electronics domain
but performs better on all other domains. In the book
and music domains, where MEM-Fine is particularly
effective, many sentences feature complex syntactic structure and SO-carrying words are often used
without reference to the quality of the product (but to
describe contents, e.g., “a love story” or “a horrible
accident”).
Our models perform especially well when they are
applied to sentences containing no or few opinion
words from lexicons. Table 2 reports the evaluation
results for both sentences containing SO-carrying
words from either MPQA or SO-CAL lexicons and
for sentences containing no such words. The results explain why our model falls short of HCRFFine in the electronics domain: reviews of electronic
products contain many SO-carrying words, which
almost always express opinions. Nevertheless, MEMFine handles sentences without explicit SO-carrying
words well across all domains; here the propagation
of information across sentences helps to learn the SO
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HCRF-Fine
MEM-Fine

Book
op fact
55.7 55.9
58.9 62.4

Electronics
op fact
63.3 54.6
60.7 56.7

Music
op fact
59.0 57.4
64.5 60.8

Table 2: Accuracy of polarity classification for sentences with opinion words (op) and without opinion
words (fact).

of facts (such as “short battery life”).
We found that for all methods, most of the errors
are caused by misclassifying positive/negative sentences as other and vice versa. Moreover, sentences
with polarity opposite to the document polarity are
hard cases if they do not feature frequent strong patterns. Another difficulty lies in off-topic sentences,
which may contain explicit SO-carrying words but
are not related to the item under review. This is one
of the main reasons for the poor performance of the
lexicon-based methods.
Overall, we found that MEM-Fine is the method of
choice. Thus our multi-expert model can indeed balance the strength of the individual experts to obtain
better estimation accuracy.
5.3

Results for Strength Prediction

Table 3 shows the accuracy results for strength prediction. Here our models outperformed all baselines
by a large margin. Although document ratings are
strong indicators in the polarity classification task,
they lead to worse performance than lexicon-based
methods. The main reason for this drop in accuracy
is that the document oracle assigns the same rating
to all sentences within a review. Thus DocOracle
cannot rank sentences from the same review, which
is a severe limitation. This shortage can be partly
compensated by averaging the base predictions and
document rating (Mean-Rating). Note that it is nontrivial to apply existing ensemble methods for the
weights of individual base predictors because of the
absence of the sentence ratings as training labels. In
contrast, our MEM models use indirect supervision
to adaptively assign weights to the features from base
predictors. Similar to polarity classification, a small
amount of sentence polarity labels often improved
the performance of MEM.

BaseBoO
BaseSO-CAL
DocOracle
Mean-Rating
MEM-Coarse
MEM-Fine

Book
58.3
60.6
45.1
70.3
68.7
72.4

Electronics
51.6
57.1
36.2
57.0
60.5
63.3

Music
53.5
47.6
41.4
60.8
69.5
67.2

Avg
54.5
55.1
40.9
62.7
66.2
67.6

Table 3: Accuracy of strength prediction.

6

Conclusion

We proposed the Multi-Experts Model for analyzing both opinion polarity and opinion strength at
the sentence level. MEM is weakly supervised; it
can run without any fine-grained annotations but is
also able to leverage such annotations when available. MEM is driven by a novel multi-expert prior,
which integrates a number of diverse base predictors
and propagates information across sentences using a
sentiment-augmented word sequence kernel. Our experiments indicate that MEM achieves better overall
accuracy than alternative methods.
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